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	The first of a two-volume set, this leading-edge book takes a practical approach to RF circuit design, offering a complete understanding of the fundamental concepts you need to know and use for your work in this industry. The book lays the ground work for efficient RF circuit design in a step-by-step approach, by defining important principles and parameters and progressively introducing critical analytical tools. It helps you distinguish between RF and low frequency circuits, and offers a detailed look at a typical RF system. This is a tested and insightful book that contains answers to most of the questions practical engineers are asking. The first volume reviews various computer-aided simulation, synthesis, and optimization techniques used in modern RF and microwave design, and discusses the practical use of the graphical design tools, such as the Smith Chart.
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Designing Clinical ResearchLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Designing Clinical Research sets the standard for providing a practical guide to planning, tabulating, formulating, and implementing clinical research, with an easy-to-read, uncomplicated presentation. This edition incorporates current research methodology—including molecular and genetic clinical research—and...
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Leveraging Drupal: Getting Your Site Done Right (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009

	As an open source, community-based content management system and web site application development framework, Drupal allows you to create interactive, media-based, database-driven web sites that become a part of everyday activities and communications. This unique book is the first of its kind to tackle the challenging task of leveraging Drupal...
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Modern Physical Metallurgy and Materials Engineering, Sixth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 1999

	For many years, various editions of Smallman's Modern Physical Metallurgy have served throughout the world as a standard undergraduate textbook on metals and alloys. In 1995, it was rewritten and enlarged to encompass the related subject of materials science and engineering and appeared under the title Metals & Materials: Science,...
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UML Xtra-Light: How to Specify Your Software RequirementsCambridge University Press, 2002
The excellent idea of writing a lightweight book on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) wasn't ours, we admit. This idea originated from Milan's customers. Having taught more than a hundred courses and seminars on omponent approaches to software development and on UML over the past few years, he was repeatedly asked for 'UML made easy' for people...
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Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5Routledge, 2012

	
		With organizations and individuals increasingly dependent on the Web, the need for competent, well-trained Web developers and maintainers is growing. Helping readers master Web development, Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5 covers specific Web programming languages, APIs, and coding techniques and provides an...
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Arduino EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Enter the world of Arduino and its peripherals and start creating interesting projects


	About This Book

	
		Meet Arduino and its main components and understand how they work to use them in your real-world projects
	
		Assemble circuits using the most common electronic devices such as LEDs,...
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